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pr(1 + 1-rr+R)=total paid; 

p[l -r-r( 1-r+R) ]=_unpaid part after second payinent; 

pRr(1 + 1-rt-R) +pr[l-r-r( 1-r+R)] --pr(1-r+R)2 -thirdpayment; 

pr[1+1-r+R+(1-r+R)2]_ total paid; 

p[1-r-r(1-r +R)-r( .1-r+R)2]==unpaid part after third payment; 

pr[R+R(l-r+R)+R(l-r+R)2] +pr[l-r-r(1-r+R)-r(l-r+R)2] 

=pr(l-r+R)3=fourth payment. 

Similarly, pr(1-rtR)8-1=_nth payment. Hence 

pr+pr(l-r+R)+pr(1-r+R)2 +pr(l-r+R)3+. +pr( 1 -r1R)n --p. 
:.*pr[1+(1_r+-1R)+I(1_r--R)2 *+(l-r-j-)3--j. .......................+ (1 _r+R)"-1]=p. 

r[(1 - r+R)n _r1]/(R-r) 1. 

log4 _= .60205999 1,3 -r4689 
log(103) .6012087247 46.8995 years=46 years, 10 months, 

24 days. 

A PROPERTY OF THE GROUP G22n ALL OF WHOSE OPERA- 
TORS EXCEPT IDENTITY ARE OF PERIOD 2. 

By L. E. DICKSON. 

1. G is a commutative group since ab=(ab)-'=b-la-'=ba. As a con- 
crete form of G we may take the group of the linear substitutions which multiply 
each of the 2nt variables by ? 1. 

It is always possible to separate the operators other than I of U 2n into 
2x1+1 sets each of 22n-1 operators such that those of any set together with I form 
a group of order 2n, and such that no two sets have a common operator. We 
consider the number Nn and character of all such separations into sets. Evi- 
dently N1'3. We show that N2--56, N3 -212.3.5.31. 

2. Let first* n-2. The first set (a, b, ab) may be chosen in v.15.14=35 
ways. The second set (A, B, AB) may then, be chosen in i-.12.8 ways, since A 
may be any operator except I, a, b, ab, and B any operator except these fourand 
their productst by A. Then AB differs from I, a, b, ab, A, B. Indeed, a rec- 
tangular table of the operators of U1 is given by 

*Cf. Ex. 2, p. 60, Burnside's Theory of Group8; errata, p. xvi. 
tlU, for example, B-=bA, then AB=b would occur in the first set. 
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I a b ab 
A aA bA abA 

(1). B aB bB abB 
AB aAB bAB abAB 

Each operator- of the third set (a3, b3, a3b3) must occur in the minor M 
of the element I of the determinant of (1). Hence a. =_c, b3 =dD, a3 b3 =cdD, 
where c, d, cd form a permutation -of a, b, ab, and a, D, OD a permutation of 
A, B, AB. Hence the operators a3, b3, a3b3 must be chosen from one term of 
the expansion of M. Since this Condition is also sufficient, the third set may be 
chosen in 6 ways. 

Likewise the operators of the fourth set must form a term of the expan- 
sion of M, and each be distinct from a , b3, a3 b. But in the expansion of a 
determinant of the third order, exactly two terms have no element in common 
with a given term. - One of the two being chosen as the fourth set, the other 
must be taken as the fifth set. 

But the order of the sets is immaterial. Hence 

Ng-_(35.16.6.2)?.5 !556. 

3. Let next n=3. The numnber of subgroups of order 8 of G64 is 

(63.62.60) -(7.6.4)=5.9.31. 

As our first set we may take the 7 operators HI of any G8 

(2) I, a, b, c, ab, ac, bc, abc. 

For brevity we denote the set by (a, b, c), giving generating operators. For the 
second set (A, B, C), we may take as A any operator of G.4 different from the 
8 given by (2); as B, any operator of G.4 different from the 16 given by (2) 
and their products by A; as C, any operator different from the 32 given by (2) 
and their products by A, B, AB. These necessary conditions are also sufficient. 
Indeed, a rectangular table for G84 may be formed by taking the operators (2) 
in the first row and the operators of (A, B, C) as the multipliers. Hence, we 
may choose the second set in (56.48.32)?*. (7.6.4)=83 ways, since there are 7.6.4 
triples in the set which may be taken as generators. 

The 7 operators of the third set (a3, ba, C3) must be products a,a2, in 
which the 7 a 's form a permutation of the elements of the first set, the 7 a 's a 
permutation of those of the second set. For if two al's were equal, the product 
of the corresponding operators would belong to the second set. These condi- 
tions are not sufficient, in contrast to n=--2. Let a. ==a1 (2 2 b3 ai 'a*' c3=a1 "a.". 

In view of a3b3c3, we must have aiai'ai" ' 1"I for i-1 and 2. The necessary and 
sutfficient conditions for a third set (a a2 , a1 'a2', a "a2") are that al, al '; a " be 
three distinct elements of the first set such that a 1a1'a1"jI, and that a., a2 a " be 
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three distinct elemenits of the second set such that a,aI'a2 t I. Thus a, may be 
chosen in 7 ways, a1' in 6 ways, al" in 4 ways. Similarly for a2, a2 , a2'. 

Hence the third set may be chosen in (7.6.4)2 ?. (7.6.4) ways. 
By a suitable rearrangement of the 7 elements of the first set, we may fix 

the notation so that the first three sets are 

(3) (a, b, c), (A, B, C), (aA, bB, cC). 

From the resulting symmetry, these sets are not altered if we make any 
rearrangement of the 7 elements of the first set and the same rearrangement of 
the corresponding 7 elements of the second set. In particular, we may leave b 
unaltered, replace a by d, and c by e, where b, d, e generate the first set, making 
the corresponding changes in the second set. Hence we can throw a fourth set 
containing aB into one containing dB, where d is any one of the 6 elements (1) 
except I and b. Consider therefore the fourth sets containing aB. No one of 
them contains bA, since abAB lies in the third set. No one contains abA; for, 
aB, abA, and their product bAB, would then occur, and hence also tMC, where t 
is a, b, or ab, whereas the products 

acC.bAB, bcC.abA, abcC.aB 

belong to the tbird set. Hence a fourth set with aB contains cA, acA, bcA, or 
abcA. But a fourth set with aB and cA can be thrown into one with aBand dA, 
where d=ac, be, or abc, by replacing c by d, C by D, without altering a, b, A, B. 
A fourth set with aB and cA must be one of the two: 

(4) aB, cA, acAB, abC, bBC, abcAC, bcABC; 
(5) aB, cA, acAB, bcC, abcBC, bAC, abABC. 

Hence the fourth set may be chosen in exactly 6.4.2 ways. 
If in (5) we interchange the small and capital letters, and then permute b 

with c, B with C, we obtain (4). By these changes, the first and second sets (3) 
are interehanged, while the third set is unaltered. By a suitable change of nota- 
tion the first four sets may be written in the form 

(6) (a, b, c), (A, B, C), (aA, bB, cC), (aB, cA, abC). 

Next, there are exactly 12 sets having no element in common with one of 
the four sets (6). These are 

(7) cB, abA, abcA B, acC, aBC, beAC, bABC; 
(8) abB, acA, bcAB, abcC, cBC, bAC, aABC; 
(9) acB, abcA, bAB, bcC, abBC, aAC, cABC; 
(10) bcB, bA, cAB, aC, abcBC, abAC, acABC; 
(11) abcB, bcA, aAB, bC, acBC, cAC, abABC; 
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(12) cB, bcA, bAB, abcC, abBC, aAC, acA BC; 
(13) abB, abcA, cAB, bcC, acBC, aAC, bABC; 
(14) acB, bA, abcAB, bcC, abBC, cAC, aABC; 
(15) acB, abA, bcAB, bC, abcBC, aAC, cABCG; 
(16) acB, abcA, bA B, aC, cBC, bcAC, abA BC; 
(17) bcB, abcA, aAB. acC, abBC, bAC, cABC; 
(18) abcB, acA, bAB, bcC, aBC, abAC, cABC. 

But (12) has an element in common with each of the sets (7)-(18). This is 
also true if we stait with (13), .........., or (18) instead of (12). Hence the fifth, 
sixth, , ninth sets must be chosen from (7)-(11). Inversely, no two of 
the sets (6)-(11) have an element in common, and hence give a solution of the 
problem. We have now proved that 

N3 (5.9.31)8-3( 7.6.4)(6.4.2)5 !-- * 1 l2 .3.5.31) . 

Theorem. Each of the 21 2. 3.5.31 solutions of the problem may be derived by 
a suitable change of notationfromn the soluetion given by the ntine sets (6)-(11). 

THE UNIVERSITY OF (JHICAGO, June, 1904. 

DEPARTM ENTS. 

SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS. 

ALGEBRA. 

205. Proposed by G. B.M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Parsons, W. Va. 

Express in the form of radicals the roots of the equation: 

x16 + 15MX13+90nj2X11+275m3x9 +450m4x7 +378nilxs +140M6X3 +15m'x + '2r=. 

I. Solution by A. H. HOLMES, Brunswick, Maine. 

XI 5 +15mx13 +9Om2x 'I +275m3x9 + 459m4x7 +378m5x5 + 140mGx3 +1515m7X 

+1 2i- = 0. 
... (x? +5mx3 +5rn2x)+3m (xr6 + 5mx3 +5tnx) +2r()0. 
Put x6 +5mx33 5m2x--y. 

.Xy3 4 3m5y + 2r-0. 
By the well known method of solving cubies: 
y=[-r+?/(m1r+r2)]i + [-r-/(m13+r2)]i t1+t2- R1, 
Y2 -Wf,+t2)+Jj/-3(tj-t2) -22, 

..X6 + 5mx3 +5m2x=R, or R' or R1. 
Taking the first of these values, 
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